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 One of the main problems in the children with learning difficulties is 

the weakness of phonological awareness (PA) skills. In this regard, 

the PA tests are used to evaluate this skill. Currently, this assessment 

is paper-based for the Persian language. In order to accelerate the 

process of the assessments and make it engaging for the children, we 

propose a computer-based solution that is a comprehensive Persian 

phonological awareness assessment system, implementing the 

expressive and pointing tasks. For the expressive tasks, the solution is 

powered by the recurrent neural network-based speech recognition 

systems. To this end, various recognition modules are implemented 

including a phoneme recognition system for the phoneme 

segmentation task, a syllable recognition system for the syllable 

segmentation task, and a sub-word recognition system for the three 

types of phoneme deletion tasks including the initial, middle, and 

final phoneme deletions. The recognition systems use the 

bidirectional long short-term memory neural networks to construct 

the acoustic models. In order to implement the recognition systems, 

we design and collect the Persian kid’s speech corpus that is the 

largest in Persian for the children’s speech. The accuracy rate for the 

phoneme recognition is 85.5%, and for the syllable recognition, it is 

89.4%. The accuracy rates for the initial, middle, and final phoneme 

deletions are 96.76%, 98.21%, and 95.9%, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

Generally, the phonological awareness (PA) test 

consisting of the three levels of syllabic, intra-

syllabic, and phoneme awareness involves expressive 

or pointing tasks; the expressive tasks refer to the 

tasks in which children express the answers to the 

questions by speech; the pointing tasks refer to the 

tasks in which children only point to the answers. 

The PA test of  Soleymani [1] can be implemented in 

both the paper-based and computer-based methods. 

Currently, this assessment is paper-based. Jafari Sadr 

[2] has implemented the pointing tasks and one of 

the expressive tasks (i.e. phoneme segmentation) in a 

computer-based method. For the first time, we 

performed all tasks of the PA test by computer-based 

and machine learning methods in order to accelerate 

the process of the assessments and make it engaging 

for children. The implemented system is a user-

friendly web-based software that provides a whole 

range of online-test advantages, with the appropriate 

instructions, attractive images, and animations for the 

children to use the system easily. Besides, 

implementing a computer-based assessment is 

advantageous for the speech-language pathologists; 

recording of assessment results helps them in 

diagnosing the children’s learning problems and 

predicting their success. Despite the pointing tasks, 

the implementation of the expressive tasks is 

challenging since it requires the speech recognition 

module. One of the biggest challenges in designing a 

Persian speech recognition system is the scarcity of 

the kid’s speech corpus. Exceptionally, AVAFA [2] 

is available with a duration of 48 minutes, which is 
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limited and does not include syllables and sub-words. 

Also it only contains 23 Persian phonemes out of 29. 

Also  another kid’s speech corpus is a raw one 

without annotation, which is not appropriate for 

speech recognition [3]. Moreover, none of the 

available speech datasets [4]–[6] is exclusively for 

children, and therefore, we designed and collected a 

Persian Kid’s Speech corpus, which covered all the 

Persian phonemes and included the units larger than 

phoneme (i.e. syllable, sub-word, and word).  

We have used long short-term memory (LSTM) and 

bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) neural networks in 

implementing the recognition system. An energy-

based voice activity detection (VAD) module is 

implemented to segment the input speech into 

isolated units. In summary, the contributions of this 

paper are as follow: 

 A computer-based phonological awareness 

assessment for Persian equipped with the 

phoneme and syllable recognition system. 

 Implementing a speech recognition system 

based on phoneme, syllable, and sub-word 

using the recurrent neural networks (RNNs). 

 Designing and collecting the largest kid’s 

speech corpus for Persian 

The rest of this paper is organized as what follows. 

In Section 2, we review the background and related 

works. In Section 3, we explain the PA tasks. In 

Section 4, an overview of the architecture of the 

proposed solution is given, and the implementation 

of the expressive tasks including the steps of 

designing a speech recognition system based on an 

LSTM neural network is presented. In Section 5, we 

describe the evaluation results, and finally, the 

conclusion will be presented in Section 6. 

 

2. Background and Related Works 

In this section, first, we address dyslexia as a 

learning disorder and the importance of PA as a 

prerequisite for learning to read. Then we will review 

the benefits of the computer-based assessment. In the 

following, in order to model the expressive tasks 

using the machine learning method, we discuss the 

speech recognition basics, recurrent neural networks, 

and research on speech recognition based on 

phoneme and syllable using deep learning. 

 

2.1 Learning Disorders 
Learning disorders can cause problems and 

limitations in the personal and social life. Dyslexia is 

a reading disorder that is observed in children who 

are unable to read properly due to the weakness of 

PA skills despite normal intelligence. A PA skill is a 

prerequisite of reading that focuses on manipulating 

words' structure including phoneme and syllable [7]. 

Some studies in several languages show that there is 

a potentially considerable correlation between 

reading performance and PA skills [8]–[11]. 

Concerning the vital role of PA, the validated tests 

are required in order to evaluate this skill to be used 

in the research and clinical fields. Currently, in the 

Persian language, the assessment of  Soleymani [1] 

and Asha-5 phonological awareness skills [12] are 

used to evaluate PA. We focus on the Soleymani test 

due to its high degree of validity and reliability. In 

this test, the words of each task are chosen according 

to the features of the words as follow: single-syllable 

words in the intra-syllabic task, one to four syllables 

words in the syllabic task, and one and two-syllable 

words in the phonological tasks. They presented the 

words through images in order to remove the child’s 

auditory memory. 

 

2.2 Computer-based Phonological Awareness 
Although the paper-based phonological awareness 

tests are very popular, there are several attempts to 

implement the computer-based versions. Carson in 

his research works showed that using the computer-

based method speeded up the assessment execution, 

and children followed the assessment eagerly in 

comparison with the traditional paper-based methods 

[13], [14]. Some papers have addressed the 

efficiency of the computer-based methods to help 

children with the learning disorder; however, these 

are focused on the PA training, and speech 

recognition is ignored in the expressive tasks [15]–

[17]. 

AVAFA [2], especially relevant to the aims of our 

work, is a  Persian computer-based assessment that 

includes the pointing tasks, and is limited to a 

phoneme segmentation task. It indicates the validity 

and reliability of the computer-based assessments.  

In comparison with the previous works, our system 

covers all the expressive and pointing tasks. 

Moreover, in this work, we used the neural network-

based speech recognition, as the state-of-the-art 

technique, in order to recognize the kid's speech in 

expressive tasks.  

  
2.3 Speech Recognition 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been used in 

automatic speech recognition (ASR) for a long time. 

LSTM is an RNN architecture for acoustic modeling, 

in which the memory blocks are embedded in the 

structure of hidden layer neurons, input, output, and 

forget gates in order to overcome the problem of 

vanishing gradients related to network training by 

controlling the input and output in the hidden layer 

[18]. Figure 1(a) shows the internal structure of the 

memory block, and the overall architecture of the 

LSTM network with two memory blocks in the 

hidden layer is shown in Figure 1(b).  
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Figure 1. General structure of LSTM (a), network and 

memory block with two memory block (b) [18]. 

 

Graves has introduced BiLSTM [19], which 

processes the input sequence in both directions with 

two separate hidden layers (the forward and 

backward layers).  Due to the process of the full 

input context, the performance of the network 

improves in comparison to the unidirectional LSTM. 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the BiLSTM 

model. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Architecture of BiLSTM. 

 

Deep ANNs (DNN) outperforms the other machine 

learning methods in many areas as well as speech 

recognition [20]. A deep LSTM neural network has 

been used for speech recognition on the TIMIT data 

[21]. Different techniques of RNNs have been 

implemented in the Persian speech recognition 

systems. Nevisa [22] is one of the most important 

speech recognition systems, and Ansari and 

Seyyedsalehi [23] have used an ANN model for 

Persian continuous speech recognition. In other 

studies on the Farsdat, the LSTM network and deep 

BiLSTM have been used to recognize Persian speech 

[24] and also in [25], phoneme sequence recognition 

was improved on aforesaid data by using hidden 

semi Markov model and DNN. 

Although the phonemes are the first and most widely 

used unit of speech recognition, the number of them 

in the languages is limited; also phonemes are 

context-dependent, and then the boundary between 

phonemes and coarticulation on the boundaries is not 

well-established [26]. Therefore, this feature may 

result in the accuracy reduction of the speech 

recognition system.  Using a larger unit such as tri-

phone and syllable- show that the syllable-based 

speech recognition system performs better than the 

phoneme-based recognition system [26]–[28]. 

To the best of our knowledge, no syllable-based 

speech recognition system for the Persian language 

has been performed on the kids' speech corpus so far. 

 

3. Persian Phonological Awareness Assessment 

Table 1 shows the pointing and expressive tasks 

related to every level of paper-based PA  assessment 

[1]. Each task consists of 10 questions. The 

following sections explain the tasks and the process 

of a paper-based approach, which should be 

considered in a computer-based approach. 

Table 1. PA Tasks. 
Phonological 

Assessments 
Tasks Type 

Syllabic 
awareness 

Syllable segmentation Expressive 

Phonological 

assessment 
Phoneme segmentation Expressive 

Phonological 
assessment 

Naming and deleting final 
phoneme 

Expressive 

Phonological 

assessment 

Naming and deleting middle 

phoneme 
Expressive 

Phonological 
assessment 

Naming and deleting final 
phoneme 

Expressive 

Phonological 

assessment 

Identifying different words with 

identical initial phoneme 
Pointing 

Phonological 

assessment 

Identifying different words with 

identical final phoneme 
Pointing 

Phonological 

assessment 
Phoneme blending Pointing 

Intra-syllabic 

awareness 
Alliteration detection Pointing 

Intra-syllabic 

awareness 
Rhyme detection Pointing 

 

3.1 Intra-syllabic Awareness 

This level consists of two pointing tasks of 

alliteration and rhyme detection. Each one of these 

tasks utilizes three images per question. The 

examiner then asks the child to point to images of 

words that have the same initial (alliteration) or final 

(rhyme) sounds. For example, “ زیم ” [miːz] (desk), 

and “ خیم ” [miːx] (nail) have the same initial sound 

“ یم ” [miː] in Persian, among the words of “ زیم ”' 

[miːz] (desk), “ لیف ” [fiːl] (elephant), and “ خیم ” [miːx] 

(nail). “ لیت "” [biːl] (shovel) rhymes with “ لیف ”[fiːl] 

(elephant) among the three words of “ لیف ” [fiːl] 

(elephant), “ لیت ” [biːl] (shovel), and “ زیم ” [miːz] 

(desk). 

 

3.2. Syllabic Awareness 
This level includes the expressive task of syllable 

segmentation. The examiner asks the child to express 

the syllables of the intended word. For example, the 

child should segment the syllables of “تادکنک” 

[bɒːdkonæk] (ballon) as “نَک“ ,”ک  “ ,”تاد” [bɒːd, ko, 

næk] (/ba/, /llon/). 
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3.3. Phonological Awareness 

This section consists of pointing or expressive tasks. 

The pointing tasks identify different words with 

identical initial phoneme, identifying different words 

with identical final phoneme and phoneme blending. 

The expressive tasks include phoneme segmentation 

and initial, middle, and final phoneme deletion of the 

word. In order to perform the task of identifying 

different words with identical initial or final 

phoneme, the examiner asks the child to point to two 

images of words, which have the same initial or final 

phoneme. For example, the two words “ یماه ” [mɒːhi] 

(fish) and “مداد” [medɒːd] (pencil) have the same 

initial phoneme among the three words “جوراب” 

[dʒuːrɒːb] (socks), “ یماه ” [mɒːhi] (fish), and “مداد” 

[medɒːd] (pencil); also the two words “آهو” [ɒːhuː] 

(deer) and “جارو” [dʒɒːruː] (broom) have an identical 

final phoneme among the three words “آهو” [ɒːhuː] 

(deer), “جارو” [dʒɒːruː] (broom), and “ جیهو ” [hævidʒ] 

(carrot). 

In the task of phoneme blending, multiple images are 

presented to the child for each question. The 

examiner segments the word into the constituent 

phonemes within a two-second interval. For 

example, the examiner pronounces the word “ فیک ” 

[kiːf] (bag) as “ف” ,“ی” ,“ک” [k, iː, f], and then asks 

the child to point to the image that matches to the 

segmented syllables. 

For the task of phoneme segmentation, the child is 

asked to segment the phonemes of the name of the 

presented image with a two-second interval. For 

example, the word “ ةیس ” [siːb] (apple) is segmented 

as “ب“ ,”ی“ ,”س” ([s, iː, b]) in this task. In the 

phoneme deletion tasks, the examiner states the name 

of the image and the phoneme that must be deleted in 

the word, and then asks the child to delete the 

intended phoneme in the word and express the word 

without the intended phoneme. For example, in the 

task of the initial phoneme deletion of the word 

 the examiner askes the child ,(tree) [deræxt] ”درخت“

to delete the first phoneme, “د” /d/,  and pronounce it 

as “اِرخت” [eræxt]. In the task of the middle phoneme 

deletion, the child deletes the phoneme “ر” /r/ from 

the word “ترگ” [bærg] (leaf), and then pronounces 

 In the task of final phoneme deletion of .[bæg] ”تَگ“

such a word “خانه” [xɒːne] (home), the child should 

delete the final phoneme and pronounce “خان” [xɒːn]. 
 

4. Proposed Phonological Awareness Assessment 

System 

In this section, we discuss the implementation steps 

of the proposed system according to the paper-based 

assessment. The proposed system consists of the two 

general sections of admin and test. The admin 

section includes the examinee and question 

management; the test section performs the PA tasks. 

Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of this 

system. The admin section utilizes the general well-

known software implementation techniques, and is 

not presented in detail here; however, the test section 

is the main contribution of this work, and is given in 

detail below.  

 

Figure 3. Architecture of the proposed system 
 

The tasks in the test section are divided into the three 

phonological, syllabic, and intra-syllabic levels. The 

system presented requires guides to the student in 

performing the tasks. At the end of each task, the 

scores are stored in the results table, which is 

monitored by the examiner. All the pointing tasks, 

except the phoneme blending task, are implemented 

in such a way that the image is displayed at the top of 

the two other images. According to the type of the 

tasks, the child must select one of the images as a 

correct answer corresponding to the top image. If the 

child responds to each question correctly, the score is 

one; otherwise, the score is zero. In the phoneme 

blending task, audio is played phoneme by phoneme; 

then the child should blend them and select the 

image that matches the blended phonemes. 

Expressive tasks, as discussed in Section 3, include 

the phoneme segmentation, initial phoneme deletion, 

middle phoneme deletion, final phoneme deletion, 

and syllable segmentation tasks; the child should 

segment the word into its constituent syllables and 

phonemes, and also delete a phoneme from the word, 

and then pronounce it without the intended phoneme. 

An image is displayed according to the task, and then 

the child sends the voice by clicking on the answer 

button. The speech signal is recorded and processed 

by the speech processing module, and finally, the 

result of the recognition system is stored on the 

database. The sample images of the proposed system 

can be found in Figures 4 to Figure 6. In the 

following section, we outline the design steps in 

detail. 

 
Figure 4. Task selection page. 

Phonological awareness 
assessment system 

Admin 

Examinee 
manegment 

Question 
manegment 

Test 

Pointing/Expressive 
tasks 
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Figure 5. Rhyme detection task (child chooses image of 

 [tut] ”توت“ since it rhymes with (whistle )[sut] ”سوت“

(Berry). 

 
Figure 6. Naming and final deletion task (voice of “برگ” 

[barg] (leaf) is played and child deletes “گ” /g/ and 

pronounces “بگ” /bag/). 

4.1. Implementation of Expressive Tasks using 

Speech Recognition 

In order to implement the expressive tasks, we 

proposed a speech recognition system. In order to 

create the acoustic model for the speech recognition 

system in the training step, we require a suitable 

speech corpus. In addition to designing and 

collecting a kid’s speech corpus, the data pre-

processing and feature extraction are the 

prerequisites of building the acoustic model, 

although we can use the phoneme-based speech 

recognition to implement a syllable or sub-word 

speech recognition system; however, it is 

challenging; it means that the phonemes are context-

dependent; besides, the frames of phonemes are 

short, and the phoneme boundaries are not accurately 

identifiable. Therefore, the accuracy of the system 

will be decreased [26]. Thus we consider syllables 

and sub-words as the acoustic units, and model them 

individually. As shown in Figure 7, in the application 

phase, after receiving a speech signal, the signal is 

segmented using a VAD module (phoneme and 

syllable tasks). Then feature extraction is performed 

by Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC), and 

finally, the child’s speech is recognized by the 

acoustic model according to the type of the tasks.  

 

Figure 7. Speech processing steps in proposed system. 

 

4.1.1 Creating kid’s Speech Corpus 
The kid’s speech dataset is required to train the kid’s 

speech recognition systems at the level of phoneme, 

syllable, and sub-word. Since the available corpora 

do not cover all of the acoustic units of the 

expressive tasks in Table 1 and concerning all the 

limitations have been referred to Persian Kids as a 

speech corpus is designed, collected, and prepared.  

In order to design a comprehensive corpus, we added 

some additional words to the vocabulary of paper-

based assessment; therefore, the intended corpus 

covers all the Persian phonemes and some syllables 

and sub-words.    

The data is recorded in the school environment, so 

some audio files contain the real environment noises. 

Kids' speech signals are recorded by an Andreas Mic 

Anti-Noise microphone and a Premium Speechmike 

headphone. We utilized the CoolEdit Pro2.1 software 

to record the speech at 16 kHz, single-channel, 16bit 

resolution, and saved it in the WAV files. The speech 

signals from 286 children (141 girls, 145 boys), ages 

6 to 9-year-old, were recorded. This recorded data is 

manually checked and labeled. Finally, a corpus 

containing 162,395 samples with a duration of 33 

hours and 44 minutes is created. The prepared speech 

corpus is particularly applicable to speech 

recognition and linguistics studies. It 

comprehensively contains all the 29 Persian 

phonemes, 118 syllables, 56 sub-words, and 711 

words. A summary of the corpus is given in Table 2 

[29]. 
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Table 2. Specification of Persian Kids’ Speech Corpus[29]  
Title Persian Kids Speech Version 1 

Authors Maryam Khanzadi, Hadi Veisi 

Release date October 22, 2018 

DCMI type Speech 

Data sources Andreas Mic Anti-Noise, Speechmike Premium 

Sample type 1-Channel 

Sample rate 16 KHz 

Resolution 16-Bit 

File format Wav 

Total amount of data 

time 
2024 minute (33 hours and 44 minutes) 

Application(s) Speech recognition 

Language(s) Persian 

Total number of 

samples 
162,395 

 Words 29,057 samples (478 min) 

 Sub-words 17,429 samples (260 min) 

 Syllables 43,838 samples (485 min) 

 Phonemes 70,078 samples (765 min) 

 
Extra 

vocabulary 
1,993 samples (36 min) 

 

We selected a part of the collected corpus as the 

train, validation, and test sets. Table 3 shows the 

number and duration (in the parentheses) of the 

samples in these sets according to the acoustic 

model. 

Table 3. Number of samples and duration of data used in 

train, validation, and test sets according to acoustic units. 
Phonetic 

model 

No. of 

class 
Total set Train set 

Validatio

n set 
Test set 

Phoneme 30 
73,819 

(788:39) 

51,660 

(551:35) 

11,076 

(118:27) 

11,083 

(118:37) 

Syllable 26 
21,320 

(234:13) 
14,916 

(164:19) 
3,196 

(34:53) 
3,208 

(35:10) 

Deleting 

initial 

phoneme 

10 
3,688 

(58:30) 
2,578 

(40:05) 
554 

(08:42) 
556 

(08:47) 

Deleting 

middle 

phoneme 

10 
4,855 

(82:00) 

3,394 

(57:53) 

731 

(12:46) 

730 

(12:21) 

Deleting 
final 

phoneme 

10 
7,648 

(100:34) 

5,342 

(70:21) 

1,152 

(14:51) 

1,154 

(15:25) 

 

4.1.2 Pre-processing of Signal 

In the evaluation/application phase, firstly, the kid’s 

speech signal and the type of the task are received, 

and then speech pre-processing is required depending 

on which task the received speech belongs to. As 

Figure 7 shows, all the received signals, except 

signals of deletion, need to be segmented into 

phonemes or syllables according to the type of task. 

To do this, we implemented an energy-based VAD 

module in order to find the silence segment in the 

input signal. Several methods such as energy 

calculation, Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), cepstral 

features, and HMM (Hidden Markov Model) can be 

used for detecting speech from non-speech [30]. In 

the current research work, we used the power of a 

fixed-length analyzing window of the signal. By 

moving this window over the speech, if the incoming 

frame’s energy exceeds a pre-defined threshold 

value, the frame is judged as a speech frame; 

otherwise, the frame is considered as a non-speech 

frame. The border of the speech segments is then 

defined in the middle of consecutive non-speech 

frames. The most important parameter of this 

algorithm is the threshold that is adjusted manually 

concerning the recording circumstances. 

 

4.1.3 Feature Extraction 
Like many other speech recognition systems, we 

used the MFCC algorithm in order to extract the 

features from each frame of the signal and implement 

it by Speechpy Python Library. After windowing and 

framing, 13 features were extracted from each frame. 

Due to the dynamic nature of the speech signal, and 

to consider the effect of the neighborhoods for each 

frame, we added the first and second derivatives of 

MFCC, resulting in a 39-dimensional vector for each 

frame. Table 4 summarizes the parameters used to 

extract the MFCC features. These feature vectors are 

then normalized using Cepstral Mean Normalization 

(CMN) to reduce the channel noise. 

Table 4. Parameters of feature  extraction. 
Parameter Value 

Sampling rate 16 KHz 

Window function Hamming 

Frame length 20 ms 

Frame overlapping 10 ms 

No. of filter bank 24 

No. of MFCC feature 39 

 

4.1.4 Training Acoustic Models using LSTM 

In this paper, LSTM and BiLSTM were used to 

construct the acoustic models, and then these models 

are obtained to map the input speech to their 

corresponding labels (i.e. classification). In order to 

implement the speech recognition system, we used 

the Keras TensorFlow's high-level deep learning 

framework. In addition to the single hidden layer 

LSTM and BiLSTM networks, we also evaluated the 

deeper versions of them by increasing the number of 

hidden layers. According to our evaluations, the 

performance of BiLSTM is consistently higher than 

or equal to the LSTM one in all tasks. In the 

implementations, various hyper-parameters of the 

networks including the number of epochs, learning 

rate, number of the hidden layers, number of memory 

blocks in each hidden layer, and the dropout 

parameter are considered to be optimized. The 

number of input layer neurons equals the number of 

the extracted feature vector by MFCC, i.e. 39. Due to 

the limitations in the number of training samples of 

the corpus, our evaluations on the deep ANNs do not 

show the improvement for the depth higher than two. 

Therefore, as the results in Section 5 show, the 

evaluation results are given for the networks with 

one and two hidden layers. For each one of them, the 

number of memory blocks in the hidden layer(s) are 

evaluated for several numbers. The numbers of the 

output layer neurons for phonemes, syllables, and 

sub-words are 30, 26, and 10, respectively, due to the 
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required assessment tasks in Table 1. After 

specifying the architecture of the neural network, 

other parameters including the loss function, the 

optimization algorithm, and the network evaluation 

metrics are selected. The loss function measures the 

performance of the network on the train set, and it is 

designed to minimize the distance between the 

network’s output and the intended output. Due to the 

classification model, cross-entropy is used in our 

experiments. We used the ADAM optimizer in the 

neural network training. If the mean squares error on 

the validation set is increased or the maximum 

number of epochs is reached, the network training 

ends. 

In the training phase, for each one of the acoustic 

units (phoneme, syllable or sub-word), separate 

networks are created, and in the 

evaluation/application phase, the appropriate model 

is selected according to the assessment task type in 

order to recognize the input speech signal. 

 

5. Evaluation Results 

In this section, the results of our experiments are 

presented. The evaluations are done on the dataset, as 

given in Table 3. Although the VAD module is not 

the focus of this research work, the performance of 

this module is evaluated, and the results are given in 

the following sub-section. After that, the evaluation 

results of the recognition modules are presented. 

 

5.1 VAD Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the VAD algorithm, a reference 

dataset is required, and the speech frames are labeled 

manually as speech and non-speech. Table 5 presents 

the characteristics of the dataset and also the 

parameters used. 
Table 5. Parameters of VAD and evaluation dataset. 

 Parameter Value 

 Threshold 10-6 

 Frame overlapping 10 ms 

 Frame length 20 ms 

 Sampling rate 16 KHz 

 No. of non-speech frames 1,437 

 No. of speech frames 1,038 

 No. of total frames 2,475 

 

In the evaluations, we use the recall (sensitivity), 

precision, F-measure, and specificity criteria [30]. In 

order to compute the criteria, the output of the VAD 

algorithm is compared with the reference labels, and 

the results of this comparison in terms of the 

confusion matrix are presented in Table 6.  

Table 6. Confusion matrix of VAD module. 
  Output of VAD 

  Negative Positive 

Actual value 
True (speech) FN = 182 TP = 856 
False (non-speech) TN = 1,292 FP = 145 

 

The recall (or sensitivity) is defined as the percentage 

of correctly identified speech frames, i.e. 

TP/(TP+FN), which equals 86%. Precision is the 

percentage of the identified frames as speech, which 

are correctly real speech, i.e. TP/(TP+FP), which is 

82%. A high precision rate means that the speech 

frames are more accurately labeled. The high rate is 

significant since we need to make sure that the 

segmentation is accurate. Specificity is the recall for 

the negative, i.e. non-speech, samples that calculate 

the percentage of correctly identified non-speech 

frames, i.e. TN/(FP+TN). The specificity of the VAD 

module is 90%. Also F-measure, which is the 

harmonic mean of precision and recall, equals 84%. 

Table 7 summarizes the final results of VAD. 

Table 7. VAD evaluation result. 
Precision Recall Specificity F-measure 

0.8246 0.8551 0.90 0.84 

 

5.2 Speech Recognition Evaluation 
As Table 1 shows, five expressive tasks including the 

syllable segmentation, phoneme segmentation, 

naming and deleting final phoneme, deleting middle 

phoneme, and naming and deleting the final 

phoneme are implemented in the proposed system, 

and and for each of them, a speech recognition 

module is trained. Therefore, the results in this 

section are given for these five different ANNs 

separately. All the results of this section are 

performed on the test sets for each task. As there are 

many experiments, in order to reduce the paper 

length, we only present the BiLSTM results. In our 

evaluations, the performance rates of the BiLSTM 

networks are consistently higher than or at least 

equal to the equivalent LSTM networks. Our 

evaluations also indicate that the performance rates 

of ANNs with the number of hidden layers more than 

two are lower than the network with the depth of 

two, probably due to the size of the training sets. 

Therefore, only the results for a single hidden layer 

and two hidden layers are given. 

In all experiments in this section, accuracy is used as 

the evaluation criteria, the learning rate and the 

dropout parameters are set to 0.0001 and 0.5, 

respectively. In the following, we first present the 

recognition results of BiLSTMs for one and two 

hidden layers according to various hyper-parameters 

in each task. After that, the results given by the 

optimized networks are present. 

 

5.2.1 One Hidden Layer BiLSTM Network 
For the one hidden layer BiLSTM, the effect of the 

number of memory blocks in the hidden layer and 

the number of epochs were investigated. The values 

obtained based on our experiments and the results are 

given in Table 8 to Table 12. The results showed that 

the increase in the number of neural network 

memory blocks improved the speech recognition 

accuracy in the five models. The best result for each 

task is highlighted in boldface in these tables. 
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Table 8. Results of one hidden layer BiLSTM for phoneme 

segmentation task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks 

Train 

set 

accuracy 

Validation 

set 

accuracy 

Test set 

accuracy 

100 64 0.8766 0.7550 0.7550 

100 128 0.8506 0.8091 0.8093 

50 256 0.886 0.8216 0.8251 

80 256 0.9125 0.8134 0.8167 

 

Table 9. Results of one hidden layer BiLSTM for syllable 

segmentation task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks 

Train 

set 

accuracy 

Validation 

set 

accuracy 

Test set 

accuracy 

100 64 0.7709 0.7946 0.7768 

150 64 0.8153 0.7910 0.7983 

200 64 0.8538 0.8141 0.8195 

250 64 0.9338 0.8128 0.8168 

50 128 0.8246 0.7982 0.8033 
70 128 0.8687 0.8188 0.8235 

100 128 0.9021 0.8348 0.8460 

50 256 0.9291 0.8592 0.8636 
100 256 0.9617 0.8642 0.8660 

120 256 0.9899 0.8509 0.8630 

 

Table 10. Results of one hidden layer BiLSTM for initial 

phoneme deletion (sub-word) task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks 

Train 

set 

accuracy 

Validation 

set 

accuracy 

Test set 

accuracy 

200 64 0.9414 0.8989 0.8866 

50 64 0.9531 0.9007 0.8956 

100 64 0.9829 0.8880 0.8796 

200 128 0.9942 0.9404 0.9298 

200 256 0.9988 0.9513 0.9604 

220 256 0.9994 0.9487 0.9591 

 

Table 11. Results of one hidden layer BiLSTM for middle 

phoneme deletion (sub-word) task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks 

Train 

set 

accuracy 

Validation 

set 

accuracy 

Test set 

accuracy 

100 64 0.9337 0.9097 0.9150 

150 64 0.9758 0.9166 0.9438 

200 64 0.9845 0.9121 0.9411 

250 64 0.9974 0.9120 0.9378 

150 128 0.9973 0.9494 0.9602 

50 256 0.9876 0.9535 0.9690 

100 256 0.9968 0.9644 0.9712 

120 256 0.9991 0.9518 0.9630 

 

Table 12. Results of one hidden layer BiLSTM for final 

phoneme deletion (sub-word) task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks 

Train 

set 

accuracy 

Validation 

set 

accuracy 

Test set 

accuracy 

200 64 0.9744 0.9361 0.9350 

250 64 0.9794 0.9387 0.9471 

300 64 0.9929 0.9238 0.9188 

200 128 0.9966 0.9492 0.9497 

250 128 0.9981 0.9466 0.9436 

 

5.2.2 Two Hidden Layer BiLSTM Network 

In the following experiments, we study the effect of 

increasing the number of hidden layers. In these 

evaluations, the number of memory blocks for each 

hidden layer and the number of epochs are 

investigated. As shown in Table 13, the results of the 

two hidden layer BiLSTMs with different parameters 

are evaluated for the phoneme segmentation task. As 

shown, the best performance is achieved in the 128-

256 memory blocks. By comparing the results of 

Table 13 and Table 8, it can be concluded that the 

performance of the two hidden layer BiLSTM is 

higher than the one hidden layer network. 

Table 13. Results of two hidden layer BiLSTM for phoneme 

segmentation task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for 

first hidden 

layer 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for 

second 

hidden layer 

T
ra

in
 se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

V
a

lid
a

tio
n

 

set a
c
c
u

ra
cy

 

T
e
st se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

150 64 128 0.8938 0.7947 0.7952 

200 64 128 0.9129 0.7903 0.7944 

50 64 128 0.9096 0.8156 0.8224 
50 128 256 0.8989 0.8365 0.8448 

80 128 256 0.9361 0.8441 0.8525 

50 256 256 0.9332 0.8455 0.8465 
50 128 256 0.9747 0.8601 0.8654 

 

The results of Tables 14 to Table 17 show the results 

of two hidden layer BLSTM for the other tasks. As 

these results show, increasing the number of memory 

blocks in the hidden layer increases the accuracy of 

the network. Speech recognition based on syllable 

and sub-word is more accurate since the 

pronunciation changes in speech can be modeled 

better in comparison to the phoneme-based model. 

Moreover, a syllable unit spans a longer time frame, 

and the classes of recognition are limited. 

 

Table 14. Results of two hidden layer BiLSTM for syllable 

segmentation task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for first 

hidden layer 

No. of memory 

blocks for 

second hidden 

layer 

T
ra

in
 se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

V
a

lid
a

tio
n

 

set 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

T
e
st se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

50 64 128 0.8534 0.8360 0.8450 

100 64 128 0.9145 0.8626 0.8647 

120 64 128 0.9456 0.8534 0.8590 

100 128 128 0.9615 0.8789 0.8887 

100 256 128 0.9838 0.8877 0.8949 

120 256 128 0.9929 0.8845 0.8924 

 

Table 15. Results of two hidden layer BiLSTM for initial 

phoneme deletion (sub-word) task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for first 

hidden layer 

No. of memory 

blocks for 

second hidden 

layer 

T
ra

in
 se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

V
a

lid
a

tio
n

 

set 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

T
e
st se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

100 64 128 0.9791 0.9495 0.9514 
120 64 128 0.9876 0.9549 0.9568 

150 64 128 0.9965 0.9711 0.9568 

170 64 128 0.9961 0.9603 0.9532 
50 128 128 0.9500 0.9386 0.9082 

150 128 128 0.9926 0.9729 0.9676 

170 128 128 0.9926 0.9513 0.9514 
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Table 16. Results of two hidden layer BiLSTM for e middle 

phoneme deletion (sub-word) task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for 

first hidden 

layer 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for 

second 

hidden layer 

T
ra

in
 se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

V
a

lid
a

tio
n

 

set a
c
c
u

ra
cy

 

T
e
st se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

65 64 128 0.9767 0.9535 0.9585 

100 64 128 0.9900 0.9617 0.9684 

120 64 128 0.9938 0.9631 0.9698 
150 64 128 0.9976 0.9590 0.9712 

170 64 128 0.9985 0.9470 0.9620 

100 128 128 0.9971 0.9590 0.9726 
170 128 128 1.0 0.9595 0.9794 

 

Table 17. Results of two hidden layer BiLSTM for final 

phoneme deletion (sub-word) task. 

Epochs 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for 

first hidden 

layer 

No. of 

memory 

blocks for 

second 

hidden layer 

T
ra

in
 se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

V
a

lid
a

tio
n

 

set a
c
c
u

ra
cy

 

T
e
st se

t 

a
c
c
u

r
a
cy

 

50 64 128 0.9581 0.9483 0.9490 

120 64 128 0.9899 0.9536 0.9540 

150 64 128 0.9925 0.9483 0.9566 
170 64 128 0.9999 0.9470 0.9520 

150 128 128 0.9940 0.9518 0.9592 
 

5.2.3 Comparative Results 
In Figure 8, the best results for the accuracy of the 

test data in terms of different tasks for the BiLSTM 

network with one hidden layer and two hidden layers 

are illustrated. The number of the memory blocks in 

the one hidden layer BiLSTM is 256 for all tasks, 

except for the final phoneme deletion task, which is 

128. For the two hidden layer BiLSTMs, the best 

configurations are 128-256, 256-128, and 128-128 

for the phoneme segmentation, the syllable 

segmentation, and for the other three tasks, 

respectively. As Figure 8 shows, changing the 

number of hidden layers of the BiLSTM network 

from one layer to two hidden layers gives 4% 

improvement for the phoneme recognition models 

and 2.9% for the syllable recognition. Also in the 

sub-word model including the deletion of initial, 

middle, and final phonemes, the accuracy is 

improved by 0.8%, 1.1%, and 0.9%, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 8. Comparative results of BiLSTM networks with one 

and two hidden layers for different tasks. 

There is not a related work that could be compared 

properly. Although there is a similar research work 

[2], it is not comparable with our results because in 

that work, only one of the five expressive tasks (i.e. 

phoneme segmentation) was implemented using the 

HMM algorithm with a limited dataset. 

 

6. Conclusions and Future Works 
In this paper, we presented a computer-based 

phonological awareness assessment solution for 

Persian, covering all the assessment tasks. 

Implementation of the computer-based assessment 

using a machine learning method leads to a time-

efficient implementation and improvement of the PA 

skills. In order to implement the five expressive 

tasks, we proposed an RNN-based speech 

recognition system. To do the recognition of the 

kids’ speech, we designed and collected the Persian 

Kids Speech Corpus. In the ASR system, MFCC was 

used in order to extract the features, and CMN was 

applied to remove the convolutional noises, and then 

BiLSTM networks were utilized to perform the 

classification. The evaluations showed the 

superiority of BiLSTM with two hidden layers over 

the one hidden layer.  

There are several directions to improve our work in 

the future; the Kids' Speech Corpus can be enlarged 

more, Also improving the corpus varieties benefits 

deeper ANNs in the modeling. Another interesting 

approach to do the automatic PA assessment in the 

expressive tasks is to use the speech verification 

instead of the speech recognition. The proposed 

VAD module is required to be improved using more 

accurate and more robust VAD algorithms. 
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 چکیده:

مهرارت، آزمرون  نیرا یابیرو ارز صیتشر  یاست. بررا یشناختواج یدر آگاه یعدم مهارت کاف ،یریادگیدر کودکان مبتلا به اختلالات  از مشکلات عمده

برگراار  اغرذبرر ک یمبتن یوهیبا ش یزبان فارس یآزمون برا نی. در حال حاضر اشودیانجام م یو گفتار یرگفتاریغ آزمونشامل خرده یشناختواج یآگاه

 یگفترار و زبران، بررا شناسرانبیآزمون و با کمر  بره آس یبه اجرا دنیب ش تیرغبت در کودکان، سرعت و جذاب جادیپژوهش جهت ا نی. در اشودیم

 یهرامونآزخرده یسازادهیپ ،یشد. چالش اصل یسازادهیو پ یطراح یبا امکان بازشناسفارسی  یشناختواج یجامع تحت وب آگاه یبار سامانه نین ست

کلمره  اسرت. از  یبا حذف واج در ابتدا، وسر  و انتهرا یها)کلمه یفارس یهارواژهیبر واج، هجا و ز یگفتار مبتن یبازشناس ستمیبا استفاده از س یگفتار

هرا آزموندر خرده شردهکودکان با واژگان خاص در نظر گرفتره  یگفتار کودک، دادگان گفتار یو ساخت ماژول بازشناس یطراح یهایازمندین نیترمهم

 صیتشر  سرتمی. در سشرد یآورجمع قه،یدق 00ساعت و  11با حجم  Persian kids Speechکودکان به نام  یگفتار کرهیمنظور، پ نیاست که به هم

هجرا و سرکوت  00هجرا ) 01از  ییهجرا صیتشر  سرتمیس یواج ، بررا  یعنوان و سکوت به یواج فارس 0۲واج ) 14کودکان با  یصوت یکرهیواج از پ

، BiLSTM یو از شبکه عصرب MFCC بیاز ضرا یژگیاست راج و یبرا .استفاده شد رواژهیز 14 رواژهیز یهاستمیهرکدام از س یهجا  و برا  یعنوان به

اان دقرت حرذف واج یردرصد اسرت. م 5۲50هجا  صیتش  یدرصد و برا 5050واج  صیتش  یدقت برا اانیاستفاده شد. م ییآوا یهاجهت ساخت مدل

 درصد است. ۲05۲و  ۲5501، ۲1561 بیبه ترت ییو نها یانیم ه،یاول

مردت حافظره کوتاه یشربکه عصرب واج و هجای فارسی، یبازشناس ،کودکان گفتار یبازشناس ،یشناختواج یآگاه آزمون ،یگفتاردرمان :کلمات کلیدی

 .ماندگار

 


